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Yield Risk, Risk Aversion, and Genotype Selection: 

Conceptual Issues and Approaches 

H.P. Binswanger and B.C. Barah 

Abstract 

In this paper, we have discussed several methods of stability and adaptability 
analysis where stability here has a risk connotation. For risk analysis we have 
proposed to measure stability by standard deviation and risk preferences by the 
tradeoff between standard deviation and mean yield. This leads to a unique 
preference-based ranking for choosing among genotypes for decision makers with 
given risk preferences. This ranking takes into account both (temporal) stability 
and mean yield. A practical way of measuring risk with several years of co
ordinated yield trial data is then proposed. We have also demonstrated why the 
joint regression approach to stability analysis cannot be used in the context of a 
stability analysis in the risk sense. 

We then note that our proposed analysis is subject to a certain amount of 
nursery and region specificity and explore regression approaches on plant inde
pendent variables to overcome this problem. Clearly this approach has potential 
that has not so far been realized. Finally we discuss the relationship of stabil
ity and adaptabilityin the context of the regression framecwok. 

This paper deals with yield risks of different genotypes or, conversely, their stability 
over time. It also deals with adaptability of genotypes over space. The distinction 
between temporal stability of genotypes and adaptability is due to Evenson et al. 
(1978).1 A genotype is said to be "stable" if at a given location, its yield varies 
little from year to year. On the other hand, a genotype is said to be "adaptable" if 
its yield (average yield over years at a given location) varies little across locations. 
The distinction is important, because farmers who have to decide whether to adopt a 
genotype are only interested in how stable the genotype is at their location for a given 
yield level or conversely in how much risk they have to take. They do not care 
about the (average) yield potential of the genotype in locations other than their own 
and are therefore not interested in adaptability. On the other hand, breeding pro

nins Binswanger was an associate of the Agricultural D)evelopment Council, assigned to ICRISAT. 
lydertabad; he is currently in the Rural Development and L'ruployntent Divis on of' the World Bank,
Washington, DC. B. C. Bnrah is Reader at the Central University ofllyderabad and fornerly Economist, 
ICRISAr'. 

The support. of ICRISAT for this study is gratefully acknowledged. 

1. Their metthod of measuring stability and adaptability is discussed in Appendix 2. 



grams, though also interested in high stability, are at least as much interested in 
high levels of adaptability. It may be p( inted out that the term "stability analysis" 
is 	used in a somewhat different sense in the genotype x environment interaction 
literature (G-E literature) which is discussed in more detail in Section 5 and 
Appendix 1. 

The first section of this paper is devoted to the concept of risk or stability and 
their measurement with an ideal, but usually nonexistent, data set. Section 2 is an 
exposition of a well known choice-theoretic criterion from economics which can be 
used to rank genotypes in a unique way, taking account of farmers' attitudes towards 
both risk and mean yield. Section 3 explains how to measure stability (or risk) with 
a real world data set such as several years data from yield trials across locations. 
An 	adaptability measure is defined as a bye-product and its potential use is discussed. 

All methods in the first three sections are based on variances and variance anal
ysis. Section 4 then discusses why findings from such methods may not bc general
izable for other agroclimatic regions than those where the experiments were carried 
out. Furthermore the results are specific to the nurseries used in the experiments. 

Regression analysis on plant-independent variables, discussed in Section 5, appears 
to provide the most promising approach to overcome these problems and to at least 
partially understand the physiological-structural reasons behind the presence or 
lack of stability and adaptability of genotypes. Section 6 then uses the regression 
framework to explore the conditions under which high levels of adaptability should 
also lead to high levels of stability. More technical matters are discussed in 
Appendixes 1 and 2. 

1. 	 Measure of Stability and the Concept of Risk Efficiency 

Consider the problem of choosing at a particular location from a set of genotypes 
i = 	A, B, C.... K - the "best" genotype, taking account both of its yield2 and 
stability. Assume for the moment that we have an ideal (but hypothetical) data 
set in which yield has been measured for these genotypes for many years t = I,.. 
.... t T. Furthermore, to simplify the exposition, neglect the replications and 
consider only the mean yields of genotype i in each year across replication, i. e., 
write Yit = Yit. 

In 	th- notation of Table 1 the following yield model applies. 

Yit Ili + Tit (1) 

2 2 (2) 
i = aiT 

2. 	 For farmers' choice the relevant criterion is not yield but profits. In this paper we deal with the 
analysis of yield nurseries wh ere costs do not differ ,' ross genotypes. Yield and profit criteria will 
therefro lead to identical results. Price variation is excluded from the analysis as well. 

3. 	 Since the methods in Sections 1 to 3 are all based on variance analysis, an extension to include 
replicrtions is straightforward. 

2 



22where ]iis expected yield, G is the temporal variance and Yi, and ST are their
 
estimates. Since rankings by variance and standard deviation are related in a one

to-one 	fashion and in later sections we need to consider the standard deviation, 
Figure 	1 plots the standard deviations against the mean yields. One typically finds 
that higher yielding genotypes tend to have higher standard deviation. 

Risk as a Measure of Stability 

Figure 1 can be used to rank the genotypes according to different criteria and the 
rankings are given in Table 2. 

SiT
 

I 

4 	 - - - '- - - - - -

S1 .. . .. .	 - :---- -{- - - . .
 

4 _________ 	 IH ;___14_ ____ B 

Y2 Y3 Y5 	 Y~i 

Figure 1. Mean yield, standard deviation, coefficient of variation and risk 

efficiency. 

Key: 	 A to H are locations of the genotypes in the yield (Y) and standard deviation 
space. 

Mean yield ranks the genotypes according to their position on the 
horizontal axis, '..e., relative to a set of vertical lines through 
the graph, and therefore ranks them in alphabetical order A to K 
with several genotypes tying for rank. 
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Table 	 1. Notations and normalizations 

1. 	 Indices 

i = 1 .......... ,V = genotypes 

j =1l ............ J = environments, general notation 

j =tt = l. ..... LT = environments with a time x season distinction 

Z =1, ......... , L = locations 

t =l .......... ,T =seasons, years
 

h = 1,........... , H = Index for plant-independent environmental variables
 

2. 	 Yields 

Yij = yield of genotype i in environment j 

Yi. = average yield of genotype i across the dotted subscript 

3. 	 Symbols Effects Variances and variance 
component 

(a) 	1i genotype i effect
 

2
 
(b) 	 Yij environment j x i = overall variance
 

genotype i interaction
 

=Yij ie + i~t 
2 

x' Location x genotype i ii= adaptability component 
interaction 

2 
time x location ai T= stability component 
interaction 

Tiet it + Iia 

2 
",it time effect aiv 

(average) 

2 
residual timex n 

nit 	 location effect 
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4. Normalization 

E
YQj i= T = 1 = i t =iV0j 	= . Ct i,-t t ilet t 1 = 

5. Indepenlence assumptions
 

Coy (XT) = Cov (W = Cov (Tn) = co(v ) = 0 

Standard deviation (SD)or variance ranks genotypes according to
 
their position on the vertical axis, i. e., relative to a set of horizon
tal lines; K has highest and E and A have lowest rank. The objec
tion to standard deviation is that it is not mean indepenu:nt. Therefore,
 
one can rank according to coefficient of variation (CV).
 

Coefficient of variation (CV) This criterion ranks genotypes
 
according to their positicn relative to a set of rays from the
 
zero poLnt. The lower the slope a of that ray, the higher the
 
rank.
 

Table 2. Ranking by mean yie r, ctandard deviation, coefficient of variation, 

and risk efficiency 

Mean Standard Coefficient Risk Preference 
Genotype yield deviation of vaciation Efficiency ranking 

A 1 5 4 * 2
 
B 2 4 2 * 1
 
C 3 3 1 *
 
D 3 	 34 	 4 
E 3 5 5 	 5 
F 4 2 2 	 * 5 
G 4 3 3 6
 
H 4 4 5 7
 
K 5 1 5 * 8
 

* The genotype is in the risk-efficient set. 

However, these approaches have the following problems: 

a. Both SD ard CV are measures of "stability" and they rank genotypes 
differently. 4 We therefore lack a unique measure of stability (or risk). For 
choice-theoretic reasons discussed in the next section we will choose SD as 

.1. 	 Given n (Ita set like (he one discussed, int,, ore im lisures of slolility (or its oppositc, risk, the 
hack of' stnhility)ciln be defined. lor itthorough theoretical discussion I aOtiIOOsset orsee (1979) 
Rothschitd and Stiglitz (1970). Vanrince or SI) is an appropriate nwtasure it'he utility approach or 
decision theory is to be used and probahillty distribut ions ot yield tre normal. 
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the measuru of stability, but we also note that for other purposes the CV remains 
useful. 

b. The yield rankings differ from both the SD and CV rankings. These measure
ments and rankings alone are therefore insufficient, and a criterion must be developed 
which gives weight to both yield and stability, however one may define stability. 

Risk Efficiency and the Risk Efficiency Frontier . 5 

A first approach to taking into account both yield and stability is risk efficiency 
Consider genotype D : Every risk-averse decision maker would prefer it over geno
type E because it achieves the same yield with lower SD. Similarly every risk
averse decision maker would prefer D over H because it achieves a higher yield with 
equal SD. On the other hand relative to D, the decision maker would prefer C or 
B for similar reasons. The concept of risk efficiency is therefore defined as 
follows: 

A 	genotype is risk efficient if no other genotype in the tested 

set can achieve (a) the same average yield with lower standard 
deviation or (b) the same standard deviation with higher average 
yield. 

The genotypes D, E, G, H are risk inefficient, while the genotypes A, B, C, 
F, K are risk efficient, which is indicated in Table 2 by an asterisk. They are 
therefore on the Risk Efficiency Frontier (REF) which is the broken line from A to 
K in Figures 1 and 2. Risk efficiency allows us to divide the genotypes into two sets, 
the risk-inefficient and the risk-efficient ones. 

But would one really want to consider such a low-yielding genotype as K for 
adoption? More generally how does one choose between genotypes on the efficiency 
frontier? Rules for weighting stability and yield to make such a choice must come 
from decision theory as developed in statistics and economics. 6 

2. 	Risk Aversion and Preference-Based Rankings 

A choice between any genotypes on the RE F involves a weighting or a tradeoff between 
yield and SD or Variance. The simplest choice-theoretic model used for such choices 

5. 	 Another term used for "risk efficiency" is "stochastic dominance:' Anderson (1974) shows that 
second-order stochastic dominance is equivalent of risk-efficiency in EV analysis for normally distri
buted yields. We have not pursued stochastic dominance further in this paper. Note, however, that 
when yield distributions deviate substantially from normality, one would want to shift to stochastic 
(lom inance analysis. 

6. 	 Note that the confusion surrounding various measures of stability in th . plant breeding literature 
derives from the fact that these measures have never been linked to any theory of choice. 
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is Expected Returns - Variance Analysis (E-V Analysis). ? It assumes that the farmer 
has a weighting or utility function 

U = f (Ili' CT ) (3)
i T 

that relates his level of utility (satisfaction) to both the expected yield of a genotype 11and its variance. 8 The problems associated with measuring such utility functionshave occupied economists for the past 150 years, and need not concern us here. All we need to know is that various combinations of expected return and variance can
lead to the same level of satisfaction (utility). In Figure 2 these combinations can 

Sir 
R 1 

12 R3 

*EY
 

K T/ 

Figure 2. Risk aversion and preference -based choice.
 
Key: PI RI ---
 P4 R 4are iso-utility curves.
 

A to H are locations of genotypes 
on the mean-yield/ standard deviation space.
Arrows specify direction of increased utility. 

7. The choice of' this frmnework is tihe tev~son for cho,,sing SD as a measure of risk or stability in thelast section. At a more complex level one can use the Benoullian Expected Utility M.odel; see 
tor reviews. fHowevr, complexities

Anderson et. Il (1977) or Dillon (1979) increase rapidly, and thefuller model is necessary only if yield or profit distributions depart substantially from normality. 
8. See Footnote 2 for a discussion why yield is used here rather than profit. 
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be plotted on lines such as P111 t,P4 134, which are called iso-utility curves. 9 Since 
individuals have a preference for lower variance and higher yields, the utility or 
satisfaction level associated with P4tR is higher h2-i the one with P3 R3. Farmers 

attempt to choose the genotype that allows them to reach the iso-utility curve which 
lies farthest in the direction of the arrnws to the lower right corner of Figure 2. 
The lowest such parallel line can be reached by choosing genotype B. With genotype 
H only the line P1R1 can be reached, which corresponds to a lower level of satisfac
tion. 

With a series of psychological experiments, Binswanger (1980) has estimated 
the slope of the PR lines. This slope AS/t, Y is a measure of risk aversion. He 
fo und that it lies close to 2. 0 for the semi-arid tropical farmers of Maharashtra and 
Andhra Pradesh. 1 0 This information thus allows one to rank genotypes according to 
the average risk-preference of farmers involved in a unique prcierence-based rank
ing, which is given in the last column of Tfable 2. We propose this ranking as the 
solution to the problem posed at the outset of Section 1. 

However, two caveats are in order. First Binswanger (1978) found a rel
atively modest spread of risk aversion slopes: for 85% of the farmer population 
these slopes lie between a value of 1. 5 and 3. 0, with a mean value of roughly. 2. 
(Note that the higher ,he slope, the lower the risk aversion.) Each slope gives 
rise to a separate preference based ranking, although, since the upper bound and 
lower bound of risk aversion slopes are close together, the rankings are unlikely 
to differ very much. 

Secondly, farmers may not consider each particular crop as a separate enter
prise, but be interested in the riskiness of farming as a whole, which, as long as 
yields of different crops are not the same, will be lower for all crops together than 
for each one individually. Furthermore they may have access to various means of 
self-insurance and self-protection to help them even out their consumption levels 
over the years in the face of risky production. 11 Despite the fact that their iso
utility curve may look like the line PiRi, they may prefer to take more risk for 
higher returns because of he fact. Neverthe!ess we can then look at the risk aver
sion slope of 1.5 as an upper bc'ind of risk aversion, which in Figure 1 is drawn as 
the line flp . 

Pi u g(G2 Because of the iunctional relationship of9. Mathematically the iso-utility curve is defined as 

a and a2 we can nlso rewrite this as Hji h( )which is used in Figure 2.U 


I0. In linswanger (1978) the discu:;sion is in terms of AY/AS in!tejId of AS/AY theref'ore th, relevant range 
in that paper is (.66 to t1.33. Not,e that the lower the valut of' the slop, - i.e., the less Steel) it is 

the higher the extent al' risk aversion. 

11. 	 F"or a discuss ion how insurance will ilter thte criterion f choice in favor f'eXlectedl return see 
Binswanger et al. (1979). 
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3. Estimating Stability and the Concept of Adaptability-Efficiency 

A farmer or breeding programs can obviously not wait for 10 or 20 years of uniform 
genotype trials in a location to make a choice among genotypes. One must make use 
of multilocation trials carried out over at least 2 years to estimate the time compo
nent of variability. 

The Estimation of the Stability-Variance from a Multilocation Multiyear Trial 

Assmne the following additive model of crop yields 

Y = Pi + Xit + Tijft (4) 

where Xit is the location effect and Tipt is the location x year interaction effect. 

For the variance analysis below and especially t':,. ,ovariance analysis of
 
Section 5 it will be necessary to split the location-year interaction up into two
 
components with the corresponding variance component.
 

"it = Vit + niet (5) 
2 2 2

ai = ai + ai (6) 

where vit is the average time effect across locations with its associated variance 
component a2fand ni t is the residual location x time interaction. Therefore, 
the model will read. 

+ + ni~t (7)Yi.t = Ili + Xit Vit 

With the genotype variance ai 
2 

composed of the following components. 
2 2 2 2 
i . X + a i + a i (8) 

2 2 2 

iT = iV + Gi is the stability relevant variance component since a farmer at 
a given location experiences both variations. This variance component is estimated 
from the corresponding mean squares (MS) of the associated variance analysis tables 

of genotype i by solving the expected mean square expressions for ai 
2 

ai 
2 

52.i = MS years + (L-l) MSrsdaidl (9)9
 
iT
 L 

where L is the number of locations, Si T can then directly be used in figures such as 
I and 2. 

9 



This analysis requires the following assumptions :Normalizations (4) and 
independence assumption (5) from Table 1,which are straightforward. 

However, the following homogeneity of variance assumption is not trivial. 
2 2 

9i T- i T (10) 

This implies that (for each genotype) the variance of yields over time is the 
same in all locations. If this assumption is violate 1, it is impossible to estimate 
the over-time components of the overall genotypic tariation iirm a multilocation 
trial in a restricted number of years. As will be aiscussed in Section 4, the homo
geneity of variance assumption requires that the time components of variance will be 
estimated from locations that are not too different from each other. 

Adaptability-Efficient Genotypes 

Variance analysis2 according to the model of equations (3.4) and (3. 5) also provides 
an estimate of i , the adaptability-relevant variane which is the variance of the 
average crop yield (over years) across locations. 

It is estiaiated from the corresponding Mean Squares as 

S. MSlocation - MSresidual 
IT 


T
 

where T is the number of years. 

Clearly we can plot mean yields against adaptability-relevant standard 
deviations SiX in graphs similar to Figures 1 and 2, and define the concept of 
adqptabLit-r efficiency: 

A genotype is adaptability-efficient if no other genotype 
in the tested set can achieve (a) the same average yield 
with lower adaptability-relevant standard deviation or 
(b) the same adaptability-relevant standard deviation 

with higher average yield. 

This definition will divide genotypes into an adaptability-inefficient set and 
an adaptability-efficient set. Note that the adaptability efficient set will usually not 
coincide with the stability-efficient set. How similar these two sets are is an empir
ical question. 

What are the criteria by which one should choose from an adaptability
efficient set, i. e., how should one, in breeding program trade-off adaptability 
against yield potential? Note that the criterion cannot be the same as for choos
ing from the stability-efficient set. First of all we cannot speak of the "non

10 



adoption risk" in the same way as of a temporal risk and therefore cannot use
 
an idea of a breeders risk aversion. Secondly, a gcnotype will only be adopted

in onvironments where it outperforms the currently available The loss
genotype. 

of nonadoption, therefore, is not the difference between a genotype's overall mean
 
yield and its actual yield at a location, as in the inter-temporal context, but the
 
fact that a genotype that outperforms the existing one, is not becoming available
 
at that location.
 

A criterion for choosing a genotype from an adaptability-efficient set -- or 
more broadly c; choosing between one research program aimed at developing widely 
adaptable genotypes and several progr ,ms aimed at developing more location-specific 
varieties, therefo;-e, must come from i comparison of the costs and potential for 
success of two such different research strategies. We have not yet developed such 
a criterion, but will direct our attention to it in the future. 

S-agle-Year Data and the Concept of Variability Efficiency 

Breeding programs often need to take quick decisions on genotypes after 1 yea- of 
multilocation testing. What can be inferred from 1 year's data? Each yield at a
 
particular location is a realization of equation (4), where the subscript t refers to
 
the fact that a particular year's outcome of the equation is considered. 

=Y i + x it + Til =I = i. + Yij (12) 

However, from the data we cannot separately observe realizations of Ai 
and TiEl but only their sum Yij = 1[ Tit]. Therefore, it is impossible to estimate 

the stability and adaptability components of the2 overall variance separatel All2
 
that we ° i j
can estimate is the overall varI*.,c.e a. = the overall variability. Of 

course, we can iLow define the concept of variability of efficiency by plotting Yi. 
against Sij and analyze it in the same way as in Fignre 1 or 2. Defining variability 
efficient sets in this particular way may make sense because the stability variance 
and the adaptability variance both enter the overall variance, which is thus a weighted 
sum of stability and adaptability. But it exaggerates riskiness of a genotype in the 
sense used in this paper. 

4. The Problem of Nursery- and Region-Specificity of EV-Analysis 

Models derived from variance analysis have the limitation that the stability efficient 
and adaptability-efficient sets so identified are specific to the nursery in which they 
were tested and to the agroclimatic region within which the multilocaton trial was 
carried out. This can bst be illustrated by reference to Figures 3a and 3b. 

Suppose as before that Figure 3(a) identifies genotypes A to E as risk
efficient on the basis of a Multiyear and multilocation experiment. Sul)pose noW 

11
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Figure 3(a). 	 Nursery-specificity of Figure 3(b). Region-specificity of
 
result. result.
 

the nursery tested had also included a genotype F and G. The risk-efficient set 
would then have consisted of genotypes A, B, C, F, and G. On the other hand, 
inclusion of genotype H would not have altered the results. Conclusions as to risk 
efficiency (or adaptability and variability efficiency) must therefore stress that 
the genotypes identified as efficient are efficient compared with those tested in the 
same nursery. It is not possible to speak of an efficient genotype per se. 

Region-specificity of the results is illustrated -n Figure 3(b). Suppose the 
same nursery had been tested in multilocation and multiyear trials in two different 
agroclimatic zones, such as India and Africa. In the Indian trials the genotypes A, 
B, C,D,E were 	found to be stability-efficient, but genotype A, of African origin, 
was found to do poorly in terms of yields in India. In Africa,therefore, it is likely 
that it might outyield all others and be in the risk-efficient set with genotypes G, H, 
and F. On the other hand, a genotype, say E, might be inefficient in the African 
context despite its relative risk-efficiency in India. Again all findings of efficiency 
can apply only to agroclimatic zones similar to the ones in which the multilocation 
trials were initially conducted. 

Conclusions that are not nursery- or region-specific, should be based on 
physiological/structural models in which components of stability or adaptability 
are specifically identified such as drought tolerance, photoperiod insensitivity, 
or disease and pest resistance. One approach to such structural identification is 
regression or covariance analysis, which will be discussed in the next section. 

5. Structural-Physiological Models and the Use of Regression Analysis 

As discussed in the previous section, the major drawback of the EV-based models 
discussed so far is the nursery- and region-specificity of the results. 

12 



The Joint Regression Approach 

Attempts to overcome such specificity have a long history in the Environment x Geno
type interaction (GE) literature, which is based on one-variable regressions of geno
type performance on environmental indices. The environmental indices are almost 
always the mean yields of all genotypes within a given location (Yates and Cochran 
1938, Findlay and Wilkinson 1963, Perkins and Jinks 1968a, Eberhardt and Russel 
1966). A more detailed discussion of these approaches is given in Appendix 1. Here 
we 	note the following problems with the approach in the context of stability and 
adaptability analysis as defined in this paper. 

a. Consider the case of a nursery grown over many years, at a given location. 
Then the traditional concept of stability of the GE literature coincides with the concept 
of stability used here, but the measures are not the same. However, we have seen 
that it is impossible to rank genotypes in a unique way as "stability optimal" in the 
absence of knowledge about the decision makers' preferences in yield and (measured) 
stability, however that concept may be measured. The GE literature fails to expli
citly recognize and discuss how that tradeoff is to be made; therefore it is not 
surprising that the debate about the best concept or measure of stability and risk 
continues. 

b. The GE literature treats every dimension o. the environment in the same way. 
It does not distinguish between a time and a location dimension of environmental 
differences. 1 2 Therefore, it is not capable of distinguishing between a.daptability 
and stability as defined in this paper. 

c. The ultimate aim of these regression methods is to derive a measure of 
"stability" that is independent of the nursery as well as the set of environments 
in which it was conducted. However, the regression coefficient found in a regres
sion of the yield of genotype i on the mean yields of all genotypes in a given location 
is of course specific to the nursery within which genotype i was tested. Thus the 
method does not overcome nursery specificity. 

Furthermore the use of deviations around a regression line as an additional 
measure of stability proposed by Eberhardt and Russel (1966) makes the method 
as region specific as the methods based on EV analysis, since these deviations are 
variance components similar to the ones used above. 

We therefore reject the traditional joint regression approach to measure the 
concept of stability of this paper, recognizing that in other contexts the approach has 
many merits. 

A method with many similarities to the joint regression approach is that 

12. 	 In fact, often different soil types or cultural practices at the same location are treated as different 
environments in the saine way as genuine location and time differences. 
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of Evenson et al. (1978) to which we owe the distinction between stability and
 
adaptability. It overcomes problem (b) of the joint regression approach and is
 
discussed 	in Appendix 2. 

Regression 	 Analysis on Plant Independent Variables with Single-Year Data 

Hardwick and Wood (1972) have extensively discussed the use of regressions of 
mean yields (over replications) 1 3 on plant-independent variables of the environment 
such as latitude, soil moisture stress, or fertilizer levels. The models have the form 

Yij = + h - h E + * (13) 

where, as 	long as the Ej variables are deviations of the environmental variables 
from their means across locations, the vi effects are the same as those described
 
in the previous section. However, the Y~j are residual variations around the
 
regression line, whereas theyij are differences from mean yields. We may call
 

ij the residual genotype x environment interaction. For the one-variable case
 
this is shown graphically in Figure 4. Hardwick and Wood (1972) call the class of

models in (13) physiological models and show the relationship of these regression
 
models to regressions on environmental means (See Appendix 1). 

Yij 

S *j 	 regression line 

y 	 0 

00 

* 	 0 

E. 

Figure 4. 	 Genotype x environment interactions and residual
 
genotype x environment interactions.
 

1. Inless the error variance is the same as the variance across loention i.e., U2. = Ci'4 Ordinary Least 
E' I y


Squares estimators (01,S) of the coelicient in equation (13) arc consistent (i.e., unbiased in large
samples) hut not most eflicient and thertfore, as long as 01-s methods are to I. use(I, it is better 
to neglect the replication and work directly with means across replications. 
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b
The regression coefficients (ii have the following stability or adaptability 

interpretation: There are three types ,i plant- independent variables: "control" 
variables C, such as fertilizer levels; "site" variables Z, which vary on'l' across 
locations but not years, such as latitude cr soil type; and "weather" varia'Aes W, 
which vary over sites as well as over vears, such as rainfall, or soi moisture. 
Consider the case in which a regression contains one of each: 1 4 

Y. = 1 + c. + (Z. + dwj + 	 (14) 

Clearly, with respect to a "weather" variable W,W high stability must
 
imply that the regression coefficient i be close to zero, i. e. , that the genotype
 
be insensitive to weather. With respect to "location" variables such as latitude
 
or soil types, a highly adaptable genotype would again have a C'egression coefficient
 
Nz close to zero. For both measures we are looking for low explanatory power of
 

the regression. 
 On the other haid, for certain "control" variables such as fertilizer, 
highly responsive genotypes are preferred and we are lookng for high B coefficients. 
Therefore whether a high or a low regression coefficient is desirable depends on the 
variable factor considered. To repeat, low regression coefficients of crop yields 
on "weather" and "location" variables are indications of high degrees of stability 
or adaptability of a genotype with respect to that particular measured factor. 

If properly measured, regression coefficients as "stability" parameters 
should :.ot be nursery- or region-specific. Fertilizer responsiveness, photoperiod 
insensitivity, drought tolerance, and other specific physiological components of 
adaptability and stability are inherited and are therefore transferable from one region 
to another. This is the case even though new diseases in another region may make a 
given genotype as a package of such physiological components unattractive. Breeding 
programs can break up the physiological package of a genotype and incorporate the 
identified desired components into the genotypes of another region through cross
breeding. Regression analysis on plant-independent variables may help identify such 
components, although breeding programs also have other methods to identify such 
components. 

The regression approach can clearly be used with single-year data to identify 
both stability and adaptability components. As long as each year contains at least 
some variation in Eh across locations, B coefficient can be measured. Of course, 
a single year trial at only a few locations can estimate the impact of only a few rh 
coefficients, and multiyear data sets may still be required to overcome degree-of
freedom problems. 

Can one also use residual sums of squares and coefficients of determination 
(R2 ) as measures of stability and adaptability? In the notation of equations (13) and 

1.I. 	 Altermitivuly there can he several c(, Z, and W vurilhiuI , in which Case O' 1V:" ri v(vvtrs ol' 
covificients and C j Zj, and Wj nre malrixes. 
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(14) 	Residual sums of squares can be written as RSSi = where are the 

estimated residuals, Y. E b h Eh. Residual variance then is3 13 . h ji 

Si* F /\ */J-H-1. Thus RSS i or Si2*are estimators of the unexplained portion 

of total variability, and in some circumstances it may be useful to compare genotypes 
according to how much of their total variability remains unexplained after regression. 
But 	it is not possible to use these measures as criteria for choices among genotypes 

h
because (1) they are not independent of the 53i measures and (2) no choice theoretical 
basis can be found which would justify the use of these measures. Even in the simplest 
case when the regression (13) is performed on a single location over many years, so 
that the residual variance would clearly be a residual stability variance it is not 

2 	 2 
should rather be written as S i )2.*possible to justify RSSi or S i (which in that case 

as measures of stability. This is because the farmer who would adopt a genotype is 
concerned with the total variability of the genotype and not just the unexplained portion. 

The proper, measure to define variability-efficient sets remains S. i. e., the total 

2
variance, rather than S , the residual variance. 

TSS 	 is the total sums ofThe coefficient of determination R TSS.i where TSS.
11 

squares, tells us the proportion of the total variance which the plant independent 
variables can explain. But first note that it is a relative measure, not an absolute 
one 	and therefore can -ary both because of changes in TSS as well as RSS. Second, 
since it has been shown above that stable or widely adaptable genotypes should have 
low 13 and coefficients, a high Rf is not necessarily a desirable characteristic 
of a genotype. 

R2If the plant- independent variables contain control variables, becomes an 
even less useful measure, because -- as in the case of fertilizers--one may be looking 
for genotypes with high 13. coefficients, i. e., one wants to explt in as much as 

possible. If a regression1 contains both C,2Z, ad W variables, then one does not 
know whether to look for a high or a low R . R therefore, should not be used as a 
criterion in the context of adaptability and stability analysis. 

Regression analysis oi plant-independent variables has its pitfalls, however, 
one reason why it has been used so little is that the number of environments is often 
quite small and one cannot hope to fit regressions with many variables for lack of 
degrees of freedom. An alternative is to collapse the environment into single 
variables by using genotype means 75. 

15. 	 An alternative way of reducing the number of environmental variables and finding an index of the 
environment is provided by principle component analysis. 
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Another problem is the issue of left-out variables 
16 

Plant growth is
 
determined by 
a large array of variables and it will always be impossible to include
 
more than, say, eight or ten variables in such a regression. It is well known that,

if we leave out of the regression equation (13) an environmental variable that is
 
correlated with variables included in the regression, then the coefficient estimate
 
of the variables included in the regression will be biased. If latitude, for example,
 
were correlated with temperature but temperature were left out, the regression
 
coefficient 
 of latitude would reflect photoperiod sensitivity as well as the tempera
ture effect to some degree. Investigators thus need good knowledge of the nature of
 
their data sets and the physiological importance 
 of what may not have been measured. 

Regression analysis with several years' data 

To 	overcome the lack of degrees of freedom it is useful to combine several years'
 
data into the following model
 

H hh 
Yitt =i + E Ett + X* + T* + n*h1it 	 it it (15) 

which has an overall residual variance 
2 2 2 2 
i*Cj Ci * + aiT* + ai * 	 (16) 

The interp---tation of the 3 - coefficients as measures of stability or adapt
ability remains the same as discussed before. But statistical problems arise from
 
the fact that one should not use Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression on a data
 
set that combines several years' 
 data1 T.While the OLS method leads to consistent 
estimators of the h coefficients, these estimators are not efficient. (A consistent 
estimator is one that is unbiased for large sam les; an efficient estimator is one 
with the lowest possible standard error of the B, coefficients among all possible 
linear estimators.) 

Several methods are possible to get more efficient estimators than the OLS 
ones. First one can treat X- and T*t as fixed effects and introduce dummy 
variables for each location and each site. This is most easily done by transforming 
all the data in the following way, if the data set is balanced. 

Yi 	t it (Y-)i.t +.(Y- (17)1.. 
eitt E t -E-i . - i.t + Ei..Ei 
 (18) 

Assuming that A = E = 0 one then
 
.t i Tit
 

16. 	 For a discussion see Johnston (1972), p 168. 
17. 	 In the Poonometric literature this problem is known as "combining cross sections and time series"

and a solution to i s efficient estimation was first proposed by Wallace and Hussain (1969). 
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i 

performs an OLS regression as follows 

Z hhh + 
(19)h i t +itt 

However, the Generalized Least Square techniques (GLS) due to Wallace 
and Hussain (1969) is even more efficient. This technique first estimates the 
variance components in equation (16) from the residuals of a first stage regression 
and then uses these estimates to further transform the iYand E data and finally runs 
a second stage regression which leads to efficient estimators 18. A third approach 
is the use of Maximum Likelihood Estimators (MLE) in which the s and the 
variance components are estimated simultaneously. However MLE programs are 
most often not available in developing countries. 

6. The Relationship between Stability and Adaptability 

The conceptualization of this relationship can come from equation (16) rewritten here 
with one control (C), site (Z) and "weather" (W) variable respectively, although 
there can of course be several in each class. 

= + +Yizt i ci t + Bi Z Zt +w i WZt +A* +* I + *t (20) 

Consider the case of the overall adaptability variance which is a function 
of both the i coefficients and the variance of X. the unexplained component 
of the overall adaptability variance. 1 

If, for example, a genotype is photoperiod-insen sitive, as measured by a zero 
where Z is latitude, then we cannot expect that fact to contribute to the stability 

of the genotype at a given location over years. Similarly if the unexplained location 

effects i are large, say, because some locations have saline soils, and that 
fact has not been measured and not been included as a regression variable, high 
sensitivity to salinity will not contribute to low stability of the genotype over years 
in locations where it is well adapted. Thus if low overall variability comes primar
ily from insensitivity to measured and unmeasured site variables, then high adapt
ability does not imply high stability. 

On the other hand, if a genotype is found to be stable because of low sensi
tivity to measured and unmeasured "weather" variables, which vary across 
locations as well as over years, high stability also contributes to high adaptability. 
For example, if moisture stress has been measured as a variable and its regres
sion coefficient is found to be low, then this will enable easy transfer from more 

18. At ICRISAT the COMTAC program performs these eomputations using a procedure of Amemiya's (1971) 
to estimate the variance components of equation (16) in which the first stage regression is the one of 

equation (19). For a detailed discussion see Barah (1976). 
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humid climnates to dry areas as well as high stability. Even in humid areas the plant 
can be subject to as much drought stress in a particular year as can be encountered 
more often in a dry area. As another example, disease or pest resistance of a 

genotype should lead to a low unexplained variance component of *IiCt because 

pest and disease incidence varies across locations as well as within a particular 
location from year to year. Therefore - as is well known -- disease resistance 
should increase stability as well as adaptability. 

To sum up, stability and adaptability should be str-,ngly related if they come 
from insensitivity to "weather" variables that vary across locations as well as years, 
but not if adaptability arises from insensitivity to measured and unmeasured, 
variables that vary only across locations. 
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Appendix 1: Relationships to other genotype x environment 

interaction models 

In this appendW. Nye xillt discus classic 'oint regression approach to genotype x 
environment interactioi, whic',' co.'sists of regressions of individual genotype yields 
on the means of all genotypes in each .nvironment. These models have been devel
oped and/or popularized by Yates and Cochran (1938), Findlay and Wilkinson (1963), 
Perkins and Jinks (1968), and Eberhart and Russel (1966). 

Hardwick and Wood (1972) have closely compared regressions of the type of
 
equation (13) with those on environmental In notation of our paper they assume
** means. 

that Yij = Y. j + Yij and Yij is the originalYij in equation (12), which is broken down
 
into a regression effect and another residual ,!round the regression line,Y*. The
 
environment is measured as the average deviation of yields over genotypes in environ
ment j, i. e., as Y-j . This leads to the equation
 

+Yj= = Pii j ++ + **iij (A-1. 1)1 9 

Hardwick and Wood demonstrate first that in OLS regressions, as proposed 
in the genotype x environment literature, bi is a biased estimator of i, with the 
bias declining as the number of genotypes in a nursery increases. Secondly, and 
much more importantly, they show that one can try to equate models (13) and A-1. 1 
to each other. If for genotype ih (the average regression 
coefficient across genotype) by the same constant for all environmental variables h, 
then model A-1. 1 is an exact condensation of the more complicated model (13). This 
condition means that there cannot be substantial response differences among genotypes 
for more than one environmental factor. For example, the sensitivity of genotype i to 
drought stress should differ from the average sensitivity of all genotypes to drought 
stress by the same constant as its sensitivity to day length differs from that of the 
average genotype. This condition is indeed a difficult one to meet. 

As a byproduct of this result these authors are able to demonstrate as a further 
result... "that the deviations (Yij), the sums of squares of which have been proposed 
by Eberhart and Russel (1966) as the second parameter of stability, are not independent 

19. Equation A-1.1 is often given in a somewhat different notation. One starts from a modified version of 

equation (4) and writes Yij = li + 7.j + 6 ij (A-1.2) whereYi. =j + 6ij ,i.e., the genotype x environment 

interaction is first split up into an average environment effectY jand a residual interaction. Then 

one writes i i = i YJ +yi* and substitutes into A-1.2. This leads to an equation equivalent to A-I.1: 
Yi i+ (1- ') . - "Y'.* (A 1.3)"Stable" genotypes are those that have coefficients close to 1, i.e., 

y i ij . 1 ]I 

they perform almost as well as the average genotype in all environments. This corresponds to 
a 'coefficient af zero. All traditional definitions of "stability" set -'or'z:oas the proper standard. 
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of the regression on the environmental mean but are rather a necessary adjunct of the 
line fitting procedure" (Hardwick and Wood, 1972, p 215, with Y substituted for their 
notation 6 ij). Thus the regression slope and deviation sums of squares are not 
independent measures of stability. 
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Appendix 2: Regression of deviations from year means and location means 

Evenson et. al. (1978) pioneered the distinction of stability and adaptability used in 
this paper. They borrowed fr,. m the G-E literature the use of yields as an environ

mental index. However they reason that mean yield of genotypes across environments 

is not a good measure of site or year potential. Instead, the yield potential should be 

better reflected in the yield of the highest-yielding genotype at that location or year, 
i. e., they define 

Met = max (Yet)= yield potential of environment et. 

i 

Note that this will usually lead to the use of yields of different genotyp.es for 

different locations as measures of potential yield. 

They then fit two regressions for each genotype of the form
 

,
 
+Yit Pi + 0iMet Xie + itt (A-2.1) 

+Y + t Vi + E' (A-2.2) 

where i and ui are regression coefficients on the environment c and E' are
 
residuals andx*and. are residual location and year effects, respectively,
 
the asterisk ind.cating the residual nature, after regression, of these effects.
 
X-eand v* are estimated by introducing dummy variables into the regression for
 

each location or each year as necessary.
 

It is somewhat easier to see what these regressions are by subtracting the
 

location and time means respectively from equation (A-2. 1) and (A-2. 2):
 

+iM. (A-2.3)Y i + Xie+i 

it Pi + 01 . ' t + Vit+ E i.t (A-2.4) 

Subtracting (A-2. 3) from (A-2. 1) and (A-2. 4) from (A-2. 2) leads to the 

dis, ppearance of the time and location effects from the equations, i. e. , to
 

regressions in deviations from site means and from year means of the dependent
 

and the independent variables:
 

= +(Yiet -Yie.) i(Mitt-Mie. ) Pitt (A-2.5) 

(Yiet -Yi.t) = ci(MietMi t) + I (A-2.6) 

where pittand Piet are deviations of the respective Efrom the time and location
 
means.
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Since in equation (A-2. 5) the location effects have been removed, the ai 
coefficient captures the sensitivity of the genotypes to the remaining year-to
ycar variability and thus captures the stability in exactly the same sense as 
the ficoefficients of the joint regression technique (A-1. 1) captures stability, 
. e., one wants to have the coefficient close to 1. Similarly, in equation (A-2. 6) 

the year effects have been removed and the aicoefficient captures adaptability 
in the same sense that the Ebcrhardt and Russel coefficient captures insensi
tivity to environments. Again, it should be close to 1. 

Evenson et al. make no use of the residual variability of P and P in 
their stability and adaptability analysis. ijt ijt 

The finding of Evenson et al. that iand iare correlated must therefore be 
interpreted as saying that the systematic components of stability and adaptability 
are correlated. However, since the environment is not measured by plant-indepen
dent variables the objection (a) and (c) against this approach discussed in Section 5 
still apply. Also the a coefficients explain only part of the total stability and 
adaptability variance discussed in Section 2, and fail to consider the size of the 
unexplained portion of these variance components. 
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